
“Austrian Wine Adventure” Tasting
 June 6, 2016

with Brian Fairtile of Siema Wines

Paul D. Gruner Veltliner Bottle $13.95 Glass $5.00
Clear bright yellow in color, the aromas of this crisp white are apple, quince, yellow 
pepper, and lime.  On the palate is ripe apple, notes of pear, citrus fruit and a crisp clean 
finish.  Try this refreshing white with Asian or Thai cuisine or sippin' on the porch. 

Josef Bauer Riesling Bottle $18.50 Glass $6.95
This wonderful dry Riesling from a family-owned estate’s terraced vineyards over 
Feuersbrunn, Austria open to very ripe with lots of stone fruit aromas, full-bodied with 
a great balance of fruit and acidity. Great with white meat and fish dishes, light pastas, 
appetizers.

Josef Bauer “Joe's Rose” Bottle $14.95 Glass $6.00
Salmon pink in color, this wonderful rose offers fresh meadow herbs and a racy finish.  
A perfect summer rose to enjoy with friends and food.  

Paul D. Zweigelt Bottle $14.95 Glass $6.00
Carmine red with a slight violet note, the aromas of this red are pickled plum with a 
slight chocolate note.  Fruity, fresh palate with flavors of blackberry, plum, and clove 
with an intense finish.  This easy to drink wine is the perfect pairing with anything off 
the grill: burgers, steaks, chicken, corn, or kibabs. 

Netzl Carnuntum Cuvee Bottle $19.95 Glass $7.25
Ruby-garnet red, this blend of 40% Zweigelt, 40% Blaufrankisch, and 20% Merlot opens 
with dark berry aromas and spice.  Soft tannins and fruity on the palate, this elegant 
red pork, beef, roasted duck, spicy chicken, or Mediterranean dishes.

Please stay and enjoy a glass with us!
Tasting Day Discounts

3-5 Bottles:  5% off     6-11 Bottles:  10% off 12+ Bottles:  15% off
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